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Consolidated net profit was ¥500.5 bil., an increase of approximately ¥100.0 bil.
from the previous fiscal year, marking the third consecutive year of record earnings.
In addition to Energy, growth in non-resource businesses such as Construction,
Realty & Logistics, Forest Products & General Merchandise, and Information &
Communication Technologies resulted in record-high core profit for the fourth
consecutive year and strong growth.
The share of group companies reporting profits was 90%, which was the highest
level ever.
Regarding cash flows, core operating cash flows reached a record high of ¥515.0 bil.
We further strengthened our ability to generate cash and achieved substantial core
free cash flows after deducting shareholders return.
As for B/S, NET DER was 0.82 times, the lowest level ever. ROE was 17.9%, by
which we showed further progress in achieving the highest-efficiency management
in the general trading company industry.
In terms of credit ratings, we achieved a rating of A or higher for all four major
rating agencies during a year, and I believe we have achieved significant financial
results.
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By making FamilyMart UNY Co., Ltd. a consolidated subsidiary, we have
strengthened our strategic business foundation, while at the same time carrying out
CITIC impairments, which eliminated concerns about the future.
As for Reinvention of Business, we invested a total of ¥30.0 bil. in businesses such
as consumer-related, mobility and electricity, as well as fintech, internet advertising,
and data analysis.
In the past, we reformed working styles, such as the morning-focused working
system, and implemented health-based management. Through these reforms, we
have reformed the structure of old trading companies with overtime work and raised
productivity. In the fiscal year under review, we strengthened our IT infrastructure
and introduced RPAs, transiting from awareness-based work--style reforms to
process-based reforms.
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We are targeting consolidated net profit of ¥500.0 bil. for FY2020, the second
consecutive year of achieving ¥500.0 bil.
There is a risk that the global economy will remain uncertain, oil prices and metal
resource prices will decline, which currently remain high. Under such situations, we
will expand our business in the non-resource sector, which is highly resilient to
economic fluctuations. As a result, we plan to achieve ¥500.0 bil. for the second
consecutive year, with the aim of achieving a further positive.
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The subtitle is “Evolution to Next-Generation Growth Models.”
In the medium-term management plan, the subtitle was “ITOCHU:INFINITE
MISSIONS:INNOVATION.” We intended to express our strong desire to undergo
change, but this year is the second year of the Mid-term Management Plan, and we
will evolve into a next-generation growth model and realize the reforms and
evolution of our existing businesses. we have expressed our intention to enter a
realization phase.
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The Company will steadily implement growth investments to build a foundation for
sustainable growth and at the same time aggressively replace assets that have
peaked out or are low-returns. We must promote highly-efficient management.
We also emphasize the balance of three pillars of growth investment, shareholder
returns, and control of interest-bearing debt.
In FY2020, we aim to further strengthen ESG.
Please refer to pages 37 and 38 of Appendix* for details on specific investment for
growth. In FY2020, we plan to allocate approximately ¥100.0 bil. to invest in next
generation growth.
We proceed reinvention of business to realize a new vision of “What a Trading
Company Can Achieve”. As part of this effort, we have decided to establish the 8th
Company in addition to the existing seven Companies. The traditional business
model of a trading company is centered on wholesale of B-to-B with a verticallyoriented mindset. This must also change amid the trend of the fourth industrial
revolution and the digital revolution. As new business models such as B-to-C and Bto-B-to-C that is closer to the market and consumers is required, ITOCHU will shift
from a product focus to a market-oriented perspective.
To realize this transformation, the seven Companies based on vertical-oriented
conventional model will be important engines for generating earnings, but we have
decided to launch a new eighth Company that is not tied to conventional ideas.
* See below for Appendix:
https://www.itochu.co.jp/en/ir/financial_statements/2019/__icsFiles/afieldfile/2019/05/09/19_ended_03_e.pdf
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The 8th Company will be inaugurated on July 1.
The details are currently being finalized. we would like to announce it as soon as we
are ready for it.
As a rough image, by integrating the personnel and assets of the B-to-C businesses,
which are scattered among the seven Companies, we aim to achieve consolidated
net profit of around ¥30.0 bil. on a consolidated basis.
We does not intend to sell products that are categorized, as it has in the past. Rather,
it intends to grasp the needs of the market and consumers, and then combine the
various products and supply chains that ITOCHU possesses to meet their needs. We
will also provide the logistics and financial services needed. The 8th Company will
become such a company.
From the point of view of retailers and distributors, they have had to inquire at
multiple Companies about each product, but this will be done all at once. In other
words, it can be said to be a platform for retail and distribution, or function like a
marketplace.
In order to realize the new vision of “What a Trading Company Can Achieve”, it is
also extremely important to train and energize human resources. We will encourage
the promotion of superior human resources and rejuvenation measures as well as
cross-Company transfer unlike the conventional vertical transfer.
The 8th Company will be a small and talented group of around 40 people. We plan
to introduce measures for invigorating human resources ahead of other companies.
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We will steadily implement the medium-to long-term shareholder returns policy,
announced on October 1 last year, gradually raising the amount of dividends and the
dividend payout ratio as well as promoting the further active use of share buybacks.
We will pay a dividend of ¥83 per share in FY2019 as announced, and plan to pay a
dividend of ¥85 per share for FY2020. In FY2021, we will pay a progressive dividend
that exceeds this target.
As in FY2019, we will continue to actively repurchase our own shares in FY2020 to
further enhance shareholders return by improving EPS and achieving a high total
shareholder return ratio.
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We have achieved record-high profits for the third consecutive year and, for the first
time, we have entered the ¥500.0 bil. range.
Our next mission is to steadily consolidate this ¥500.0 bil.
Core profit has also grown to a record high for the fourth consecutive year.
I will explain the extraordinary gains and losses later.
EPS has also reached a record high for the third consecutive year, surpassing the
¥300 level. EPS will continue to expand in FY2020.
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The figure of the Food Company includes FamilyMart UNY's revaluation gain. Others,
Adjustments & Eliminations include the impairment loss on CITIC investment.
On a net basis, extraordinary gains and losses in FY2019 ended at ¥28.5 bil.
All segments except Metals & Minerals recorded an increase in core profit.
While iron ore and coal prices remained at a high level as well as oil prices and pulp
market, the profit from resource-related businesses is around 20%.
Textile: favorable in apparel fields such as SANKEI, ROYNE, and Converse. Made a
partial impairment of trademarks in the fourth quarter.
Machinery: losses on North American IPP companies in 4Q. Other IPP-related and
plant-related businesses were strong as well as automobile-related businesses.
Metals & Minerals: despite the volume of iron ore at IMEA declined, coal and other
metals performed well.
Energy: strong results due to a gain on sales of North Sea oil field and high oil price.
Chemicals: operating companies performed well.
Food: FamilyMart UNY, Dole, and NIPPON ACCESS increased YoY.
General Products & Realty: Metsa Fibre and JBP performed well due to high pulp
prices. Building materials in North America also performed well.
ICT & Finance: performed well mainly in CTC and mobile phone-related businesses.
Solid growth in POCKET CARD and HOKEN NO MADOGUCHI, etc.
Others, Adjustments & Eliminations: CITIC impairment loss ¥143.3 bil. and profit
¥58.3 bil. resulting in net loss ¥85.0 bil. CP performed well due to pork market
recovery.
* See below for the details in Appendix:
https://www.itochu.co.jp/en/ir/financial_statements/2019/__icsFiles/afieldfile/2019/05/09/19_ended_03_e.pdf
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Cash flows from investing activities is approximately ¥200.0 bil., and net investment
cash flows is negative ¥20.0 bil.
Cash flows from investing activities includes the portion of cash and cash equivalents
resulting from consolidations, etc. Net investment cash flows exclude this portion.
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We have made ¥500.0 bil. investments primarily in the consumer-related sector.
EXIT stood at ¥480.0 bil., which is the highest ever: EXIT of FamilyMart UNY was
approximately ¥200.0 bil. Ting Hsin was approximately ¥50.0 bil. We also exited
from JAAL in Australia and North Sea oil field, etc.
Excluding CITIC, the investment of ¥500 bill. was the second largest in history.
The reason that net investment amount totaled ¥20.0 bill. is the upfront EXIT,
asset replacement.
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Core operating cash flows reached a record high of ¥515.0 bil.
After deducting net investment cash flows of ¥20.0 bil., core free cash flows was
nearly ¥500.0 bil.
As a result of returning approximately ¥200.0 bil. to shareholders, core free cash
flows remained at ¥300.0 bil.
I explained at the beginning of the year that some ¥120.0 bil. would remain.
However, as a result, this amount gradually increased, with some of share buybacks
currently underway slipping in FY2020.
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We recorded extraordinary gains of ¥28.5 bil. in FY 2019, within that, losses of
¥11.0 bil. were posted in the fourth quarter.
Losses on North American IPP companies of approximately ¥8.0 bil. and impairment
losses of approximately ¥4.0 bil. on trademarks related to apparel were the major
items.
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We are in the stage of solidifying the ¥500.0 bil. target.
The ¥500.0 bil. target includes a ¥30.0 bil. buffer; therefore, we expect a 6%
growth rate on ¥530.0 bil. on a practical basis.
We expect extraordinary gains of ¥42.0 bil.
On a core profit basis, we forecast a 3% or ¥16 bil. increase from ¥472.0 bil. in
FY2019 to ¥488.0 bil. in FY2020.
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Due to the lower price assumption of crude oil $65, which is lower than the actual
figure in FY2019, and the absence of extraordinary gains of nearly ¥20.0 bil. from
the EXIT of the North Sea oil field in FY2019, only the Energy and Chemicals
Company is budgeted for a decline in profits in FY2020.
As for the assumprions for prices of iron ore and coal, we currently use
conservative figures.
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We expect non-resource profit to increase 11% from ¥378.0 bil. to ¥420.0 bil.
The lean management that we have conducted so far has been embodied by
individual operating companies as well, and we expect an organic growth in FY2020.
We target core operating cash flows of over ¥580.0 bil.
As a result of the consolidation of FamilyMart UNY, the Company will generate cash
flows for the full year, in addition to the accumulation of earnings in individual fields.
Textile: increase due to higher profit from trading of ITOCHU and apparel-related
companies as well as profit from upfront investments in Lycra and Descente, etc.
Machinery: increase due to the recovery in Yanase, growth in the overseas
automobile-related business, and the absence of the losses on North American IPP.
Metals & Minerals: increase due to the improvement in volume of iron ore and cost
in IMEA, in addition to the improvement in the coal business in Colombia.
Energy: oil prices are assumed at low.
Chemicals: realize profit in pharmaceutical fields and increase profit in electricity
fields including storage batteries.
Food: recovery in Dole, growth in NIPPON ACCESS, expansion of Fuji Oil, and
growth in other operating companies are expected.
General Products & Realty: increase due to the recovery in natural rubber and ETEL,
the roll-up of North American building materials businesses, construction-related
asset management, and logistics-related businesses despite the conservative pulp
prices. Some extraordinary gains included.
ICT & Finance: increase due to the steady progress in CTC and POCKET CARD, in
accordance with the progress of the industry.
Others, Adjustments & Eliminations: steady performance of CITIC with the forecast
of ¥60.0 bil. as well as CP thanks to strong pork market .
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We will continue to pay a progressive dividend.
Based on the current cash flows, the minimum dividend for FY2020 is ¥85 per share.
We plan to take steps toward a dividend payout ratio of 30% over the medium to
long term.
As for the status of our share repurchase program of ¥100.0 bil. or 55 mil. shares,
announced in February, we stood at approximately ¥38.0 bil. and 19 mil. shares as
of the end of March. By the end of April, we had completed 60% of our share
repurchase program, having completed the repurchase of approximately 29.5 mil.
shares, valued at ¥58.9 bil.
As a result, 40% remain to be repurchased by the end of June.
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Regarding the cash-flow approach, as the financial position has improved
considerably, we will be able to make a certain amount of investments actively, while
we are maintaining the strength of our financial position.
Our target of core operating cash flows is over ¥580.0 bil. After deducting a cash
outflow of approximately ¥130.0 bil., which is required amount for the minimum
dividend of ¥85 per share, ¥450.0 bil. will remain. Out of this ¥450.0 bil.,
approximately ¥60.0 bil. will be used to repurchase treasury shares of the remainder
of the announced program. As a result, the amount of around ¥390.0 bil. will be
used for net investments and additional shareholder returns.
However, if there is a demand that exceeds this amount when investing aggressively,
the remaining ¥300.0 bil. in FY2019 may be used in the first and second quarters of
FY2020.
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